The Master minor study programme or specialisation programme with a thematic focus on «Gender, Society, Social Policy» provides students with the theoretical and methodological foundations of gender studies and enables them to analyse gender relationships in their social and cultural context. For later professional practice, this means that students can critically follow and question social developments with regard to gender relations. They should also be able to understand and critically scrutinise research with regards to the category gender and be able to independently apply concepts of gender studies in their own scientific work.

Studies organisation

Structure of studies

30 ECTS credits as a minor study programme or a specialisation programme

Curriculum

http://studies.unifr.ch/go/qsdGc (German)

Contact

Faculty of Humanities
Department of Social Work, Social Policy and Global Development
Dr Anne Kersten
annegret.kersten@unifr.ch
http://studies.unifr.ch/go/de-sociology-socialwork